We discuss the numerically stable computation and extraction of the scattered electromagnetic field excited by distributed sources embedded in planar-layered environments where each layer may exhibit arbitrary and independent electrical and magnetic anisotropic response and loss profiles. Although the scattered field computation appears analytically relatively straightforward, different procedures within the computation chain, if not treated carefully, are inherently susceptible to numerical instabilities and (or) accuracy limitations due to the potential manifestation of numerically overflown and (or) numerically unbalanced terms entering the chain. Therefore, primary emphasis is given to effecting these tasks in a numerically stable and robust manner for all ranges of physical parameters. We validate the results against closed-form solutions and provide a computational efficiency study demonstrating a drastic reduction in computation time realized via the spectral domain (i.e., k-space or, equivalently, momentum space) decomposition of the distributed source field excitation. Finally, we illustrate the applicability of the proposed algorithm in a case study concerning active remote sensing of marine hydrocarbon reserves embedded deep within lossy, planar-layered media.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computation of electromagnetic (EM) fields radiated by current distributions, embedded within planar-stratified environments with generally anisotropic media characterized by arbitrary (diagonalizable) 3 × 3 relative permeability and permittivity tensorsμ r and¯ r , finds application in myriad areas. Some examples are geophysical prospection in subterranean media using induction tools and borehole radars [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , analysis of microstrip antennas radiating over engineered substrates [14] [15] [16] [17] , planar waveguide analysis [18] , transionospheric EM propagation studies [19] , near-subsurface prospection using ground penetrating radar (GPR) [20] , active remote sensing of deeply buried marine hydrocarbon formations using controlled source electromagnetic (CSEM) tools [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , and so on. To facilitate field computation in such problems that typically exhibit electrically large domains, pseudo-analytical methods comprising of rigorously phrasing the space-domain EM field solution in terms of either one-dimensional or two-dimensional spectral (Fourier-type) integral representations represent a robust class of fast numerical evaluation techniques [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . For example, as demonstrated in [34] , through use of Complex-Plane Gauss-Laguerre Quadrature (CGLQ) and adaptive hp refinement one can rapidly and accurately evaluate, without analyticalstage 1 approximations, the radiated EM field via direct numerical integration without major concern about slow integrand decay (and hence slow convergence) or rapid integrand oscillation (necessitating fine sampling and high computational cost).
As usual, the (scattered) space-domain electric field E s (r) is written here as the perturbation on the field due to presence of the environment inhomogeneity, that is E s (r) =
, where E(r) is the total field, E d (r) is the "direct" field in the absence of any inhomogeneity, and the Kronecker delta symbol δ L,M equals either one or zero when the source and observation layers (M and L, resp.) either coincide or differ, respectively. In most of the application areas above, the scattered field constitutes the signal of interest as it carries information about the medium under interrogation. For example, in geophysical borehole prospection it is well known that planar inhomogeneity can lead to erroneous extraction of the resistivity tensor of the local earth formation in which the sonde is presently embedded; one such phenomenon is known as the "shoulder bed" effect [11] . Therefore, be-
ing able to extract and analyze only the scattered field contribution may facilitate mitigating 1 As opposed to e.g., image and asymptotic methods [38] 2 formation inhomogeneity effects in sonde measurements and thereby potentially increase the accuracy of the inverted formation's resistivity profile along the borehole. Similarly concerning radars, one is usually only interested in the scattered field as it carries information about the parameter(s) of interest [20, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] such as, for example, layer depth profiles [20] and soil moisture content [41, 46] . Two straightforward ways to effect scattered field extraction are (1) a-posteriori subtraction of the "direct" field response from the (numerically evaluated) total observed field composed of the scattered and direct field contributions and (2) time-gating, consisting of temporal windowing of the time domain (TD) direct and scattered field signals. There are important drawbacks with each of these two methods, however. The subtraction method suffers from lack of general applicability when the source is embedded in generally anisotropic media wherein the space domain tensor Green's functions may not be available in closed form, as well as (even when the latter are available) (2) lack of robustness in the numerical evaluation since total and direct field component magnitudes can both become extremely large in the limit as the source and observation points coincide (e.g., when
simulating the received time-harmonic scattered EM field presented to a mono-static radar), leading to the subtraction of two numerically overflown results. Time-gating, on the other hand, is typically applicable only when the direct and scattered field contributions are well separated in time, which is often not the case in practice or when computing time-harmonic fields that inherently lack, in their time history, resolution between the direct and scattered fields. In contrast, the extraction approach proposed relies upon "in-situ" subtraction of the direct field during the modal field synthesis (i.e., spectral integration) process itself. This approach sports the following advantages:
1. Applicability to time-harmonic fields.
2. Does not depend upon the availability of analytical expressions for the space-domain tensor Green's functions.
3. Robustness and numerical stability even as the source point r = (x , y , z ) approaches or equals the observation point r = (x, y, z).
4. Imposes no additional computational burden versus computing the total field [32] [33] [34] .
5. Imparts added exponential decay to the spectral integrand that, when combined the 3 integration path deformation-based method discussed in [34] , further accelerates convergence of the field solution.
6. Rigorously effects the time-windowing function ordinarily performed after synthesis of the TD total field signal.
7. Applicability to arbitrary antenna geometries whose radiated field is amenable to characteristic mode synthesis via a spectral integral, such as the two-dimensional Fourier integral, one-dimensional Fourier-Hankel integral, and one-dimensional Sommerfeld (i.e., Fourier-Bessel [47] ) integral.
A robust and computationally accurate scattered-field extraction method, which generalizes a previously proposed extraction method for scalar fields due to point sources in isotropic, planar-layered media [48] to the more general case of vector fields in generally anisotropic layers, embodies the first major contribution of this work.
Besides extracting the scattered field, we also propose a novel algorithm to compute the spectral domain (i.e., k-space or, equivalently, momentum space) integral representation of the field produced by distributed sources embedded in such media. This strategy is based on the spectral decomposition of compactly-supported, otherwise arbitrary distributed sources in terms of a Fourier series and is useful in applications where realistic modeling of antennas is otherwise prohibitive due to the computationally expensive task of repeatedly computing the (space-domain) tensor Green's function followed by radiation integral evaluation. One such example includes computing the field at a spaceborne mono-static or bi-static radar receiver where the scattered field may have interacted with an inhomogeneous atmospheric and (or) subsurface environment [49, 50] . This approach is also desirable in aperture synthesis, where it can separately compute the field pattern of (orthogonal) Fourier modes radiating in a given inhomogeneous, anisotropic environment, and thus constitute an efficient forward engine for optimization algorithms in aperture field synthesis (inverse problem) to yield a desired far-zone field pattern 2 .
We discuss the above-mentioned stability and robustness issues, along with the proposed solutions to them, in Sections III and IV. First for convenience, we briefly summarize notation conventions used herein and (in the next section) some fundamentals behind the 2 We emphasize, however, that the proposed spectral-domain algorithm is not just applicable to finding far-zone fields, but rather the fields in any region (i.e., far-zone, intermediate-zone, and near-zone fields [51] ).
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underlying formulation. More details can be found in [32] , with further numerical optimizations discussed in [33, 34] . Our notation usage is summarized as follows:
1. Boldface script denotes tensor, matrix, and vector quantities; the former two types also have an over-bar. Example for a tensor and a vector (resp.):Ḡ and r.
2. Unit-normalized vectors have an over-hat symbol. Example:x.
3. Spectral-domain quantities (besides the wave vector k) have an over-tilde. Example:
A modal electric field vectorẽ.
4. Space-domain quantities are demarcated with calligraphic script. Example: Spacedomain electric field E.
5. Mode-specific (mode-independent) quantities appear in lower (upper) case, respectively. Example:ẽ L,n is the nth modal electric field supported in layer L, whileẼ is the mode-independent, spectral-domain electric field vector.
Layer 1 (Air):
Layer 2 (Seawater):
Layer 3 (Sediment):
Layer 4 (Hydrocarbon Reservoir):
Layer 5 (Sediment):
Schematic illustration of a typical geophysical model employed in forward modeling studies concerning the CSEM method [28, 30] . A high-power wire antenna (represented by the red arrow and symbol J ) transmits a waveform received by an array of N recording instruments located at the seafloor (symbolized by black circles, with the nth receiver labeled R xn ) [29] .
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II. FORMULATION FUNDAMENTALS: OVERVIEW
Initially assume a homogeneous medium possessing material tensors 3¯ c = 0¯ r (generalized permittivity 4 ) andμ c = µ 0μr (generalized permeability) exhibiting arbitrary and independent anisotropy and loss, in which there are impressed (i.e., causative) electric and (equivalent) magnetic current densities J (r) and M(r) (resp.), as well as impressed volumetric electric and (equivalent) magnetic charge densities ρ v and ρ m (resp.). From Maxwell's equation, one obtains [32, 38] :Ā
where the exp(−iωt) convention is assumed and suppressed. Subsequently, defining the
with r = (x, y, z) and k = (k x , k y , k z ), one can take the FT of (II.2) to yield its Fourier domain version followed by multiplyingÃ
on both sides of the resultant Fourier-domain expression. Next, taking the triple inverse Fourier integral on both sides and analytically performing the k z contour integration yields the formulation for the space domain field radiated by the source distribution. The very same steps above can be taken in a layered medium with P = 1, ..N layers, with source in layer M and observation point in layer L (these layers may coincide). In this case, the integration over
where both E d (r) and E s (r) are defined in terms of two-dimensional spectral integrals over the spectral (k x , k y ) plane and δ L,M is the Kronecker delta. Assuming a single Hertzian dipole source at r and denoting the observation point as r, one has the expression for E d (r), 3 0 , c, and µ 0 = 1/( 0 c 2 ) are the vacuum permittivity, speed of light, and permeability, resp. Similarly, ω = 2πf , k 0 = ω/c, and η 0 = µ 0 / 0 are the angular radiation frequency, vacuum wavenumber and intrinsic impedance [38, 51] , respectively, while i denotes the unit imaginary number. 4 That is, this tensor includes any polarization and conduction losses. 6 which is the "direct" field in the absence of planar inhomogeneity [32] :
where ∆z = z − z and ∆x = ∆y ≥ 0 5 characterize the source-observer separation geometry, a P,n is the (source distribution dependent) amplitude of the P th layer's nth mode (1 ≤ P ≤ N ),ẽ P,n andk P,nz are the electric field vector and corresponding longitudinal propagation constant (resp.) of the nth mode in layer P arising from the components of the (source type, field type, and layer material-dependent) 3×3 spectral domain Green's Tensor (e.g.,
, and u(·) denotes the Heaviside step function.
Similarly, E s (r) is the scattered field contribution, due to the planar stratification, in layer L:
whereã s P,n is the scattering amplitude of the nth mode supported in layer P . In "monostatic"-like scenarios, where |r| approaches |r |, the magnitudes of both the direct field solution E d (r) and the total field solution E(r) = δ L,M E d (r)+E s (r) become very large and (as noted before) would result in physically meaningless results if using post-integration direct field subtraction. Note that, as discussed in Section IV and illustrated explicitly in (IV.14)-(IV.15), the presence of a distributed (rather than Hertzian dipole) source simply acts as a multiplicative factor that augments the direct field (and, from causality considerations, the scattered field as well) modal amplitudes of a Hertzian dipole source. As a result, the remaining operations required to evaluate (II.5)-(II.6), as described in [32] [33] [34] , are left untouched.
Before we proceed, a few observations are in order. When referring to the mth modal field in layer P as being "phase-referenced" to a particular z = z o plane, this means that its 5 An azimuthal coordinate rotation is assumed to have been performed to facilitate ∆x = ∆y ≥ 0, and hence robust convergence of both the k x and k y spectral integrals [33, 34] . This rotation is assumed for all derivations done within the present paper.
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longitudinal propagation constant has been cast in the form e ik P,mz (z−zo) . When an isotropic layer P is discussed, the longitudinal propagator variablesk + P,z andk − P,z may be used in place of the propagator valuesk P,1z =k P,2z =k + P,z andk P,3z =k P,4z =k − P,z (resp.). To simplify notation, modal or layer subscripts will be omitted on the longitudinal propagation constants whenever they are clear from the context. Finally, as detailed in [32] , the numerical evaluation of the integrands appearing in (II.5)-(II.6) is predicated on computing the characteristic plane wave modes, the intrinsic and generalized reflection and transmission matrices, and the modal amplitudes [32] [38, Ch.2].
III. DIRECT FIELD SUBTRACTION
A. Modal Field Representation Modifications
We now exhibit the formulation to extract the scattered electric field observed at r in layer
We use here same notation and nomeclature as [32] , briefly reviewed next. 
6 That is, n equals either m+1 or m−1 when n corresponds to the layer below or above layer m, respectively, where layer m is the layer containing the incident modal fields.
7Ī
n is the n × n identity matrix.
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which are required when M = L. Then the observed scattered field amplitudes write as
with the subsequent scattered amplitude-weighted superposition of the observed scattered modal fields following the prescription described in [32] .
3) or (III.4) (resp.) reduce to 0 and confirm the fact that no down-going or up-going reflected fields are present in layer L (resp.) [38] [Ch. 2].
Now that the direct fields have served their purpose of exciting the scattered fields, their subtraction from the total field solution enters via coercion of the Kronecker delta
to zero. Indeed, one uses the direct-field amplitudes to excite the scattered fields, but does not include the direct field contributions themselves when assembling the total observed modal field for some (k x , k y ) doublet, as evidenced by the expressions forã
We emphasize that such an extraction procedure is independent of the type of excitation involved, i.e., it sports applicability to electric and (equivalent) magnetic currents of arbitrary polarization, (bounded) amplitude profile, and (compact) spatial support region.
Finally, we remark that due to the concept of a "scattered" field becoming more ambiguous when M = L, the observed modal field amplitudes are computed identically to the procedure used in [32] to compute the total field.
B. Additional Remarks
The spectral integral in (II.6) is evaluated along properly chosen integration contours in the k x and k y complex planes. For details, the reader is referred to [33, 34] .
Indeed, for geometries in which the source distribution's height above the terrain far exceeds the transverse source-observer separation (such as in typical mono-static airborne or spaceborne radar scenarios), one can compute (II.6) using a trapezoidal detour in the propagating and weakly evanescent 9 spectral zone [33, 34] followed by a real-axis integration of the semi-infinite Fourier integral "tail" (i.e., the strongly evanescent spectrum field contribution) using standard Gauss-Laguerre numerical quadrature. This is confirmed by referring 8 Implicitly, of course, these amplitudes do depend on the direct field excitation. 9 As noted in [34] , no clear-cut definition or boundary, which would differentiate propagating and evanescent modes in the spectral domain, in general exists when anisotropy, loss, or material inhomogeneity exists.
Therefore, the terms "propagating spectra" and "evanescent spectra" are used here in a loose sense.
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to Figure 2 and associated discussion of [33] , and by noting the (conservative) estimate below of the effective longitudinal propagation distance z ef f traversed by the characteristic modes 10 (see (III.6)). This reveals that the integration path's asymptotically optimal detour
angle is approximately γ = 0 in such a scenario [33, 34, 52] . For more general geometries, one should revert to using the standard formula γ = tan −1 (|∆x/∆z|) [33] , where one now replaces ∆z = z − z with ∆z ef f given by
In the first and fourth cases above, for which M = L and 1 < (M = L) < N (resp.), one has (excepting when M = L and L = 1 or N ) both up-going and down-going scattered fields.
Therefore, we are obliged to make conservative (small) assumptions for ∆z ef f to minimize the residual 11 exp(r x cos γ x ∆z ef f ) that we add back into the integrand. Indeed, this is especially important due to the asymptotic Constant Phase Path (CPP), in general, not being well defined due to anisotropy and planar inhomogeneity [33, 34] . Therefore, conservatively assigning ∆z ef f avoids situations where (for example) 1 < (M = L) < N , the source and observation points are both very close to the interface at z = z M −1 , and one uses an alternative
over-estimate the effective longitudinal propagation distance of the down-going scattered fields. This may lead to exponential kernels of the form 12 exp(ik + z ∆z + ∆z ef f r x cos γ x ), corresponding to the down-going scattered fields whose actual effective longitudinal propagation distance has been overestimated as ∆z ef f . Such exponential residuals may lead to unbounded solutions for increasing |r x |, rather than asymptotically tending to a constant magnitude and contributing towards a numerically stable computation process [34] . 10 Note that for problems with more than two layers, wherein both up-going direct and scattered modes can produce down-going modes (and vice versa), a true longitudinal propagation distance cannot be defined. Rather, "effective" longitudinal propagation distance here represents a conservative estimate of the distance traversed by the scattered fields. 11 r x is the real-valued variable in [34] in terms of which the k x plane integration contour path "tail" is parameterized. The residual factor exp(∆z ef f r x cos γ x ) arises from using complex-plane Gauss-Laguerre quadrature. An analogous definition exists for r y and k y plane integration. See [34] for details. 12 ∆z in these expressions is used loosely to denote the mode-dependent effective longitudinal distance.
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C. Validation Results: Scattered Field Extraction
To validate the algorithm's ability to accurately extract the scattered field, we use it to verify the following well-known results concerning the effect of placing Hertzian dipole radiators close to a perfectly conducting ground plane of infinite lateral extent [51]:
1. The direct EM field of a vertical electric dipole (VED) will be reinforced by the field scattered off the ground. That is, the scattered and direct fields should be equal.
2. The direct EM field of a vertical magnetic dipole (VMD) will be canceled by the ground-scattered field. That is, the scattered and direct contributions to any given field component should be equal in magnitude and opposite in sign.
To avoid (1) numerical instability due to entering an infinite conductivity for the ground plane and (2) inaccuracy stemming from a ground plane with finite conductivity, the presence of a perfectly reflecting ground plane is equivalently effected via manually coercing, within the code, the ground plane's intrinsic reflection coefficients for the incident TE z and TM z modes [32] . We emphasize that this coercion is done only to facilitate the present image theory study and does not fundamentally alter any of the other computations.
Prior to discussing results, we note the following conventions used for all numerical results discussed in the paper: (1) All errors are displayed as field component-wise relative error (2) all computations are performed in double precision; (3) any relative errors below -150dB are coerced to -150dB; (4) An adaptive integration tolerance of 1.2 × 10 n denotes a precision goal of approximately n digits; and (5) the error is coerced to -150dB whenever the computed and reference solution magnitudes are (within machine precision equal to) zero. Figure 2a shows the error in computing the reflected electric field E z due to a VED, while Figure 2b shows the error in computing the reflected magnetic field H z due to a VMD, where both sources are radiating at f =2MHz. The observation point is kept at a fixed radial distance r=10m from the source, the observation angle in azimuth is set to φ = 0 • , and the polar angle θ is swept from −89
To test the scattered-field extraction for all possible scenarios concerning the source and observation points being in the same layer 13 , we perform the scattered-field extraction in the following four cases referred to in the legends of 13 Recall that if the source and observation layers differ, the algorithm recovers the total field. into two layers such that both source and observer reside in a "slab" of vacuum, above PEC half-space (source placed above ground). Case 4: Vacuum half-space, fictitiously partitioned into two layers such that both source and observer reside in a "slab" of vacuum, below PEC half-space (source placed below ground). The distance of the source to the ground is set to 1.0 × 10 −15 m. Needless to say, this distance (nuclear scale) is many order of magnitudes below the length scales of this problem; rather, it is simply used as a numerical means to test the proposed scattered-field extraction algorithm's accuracy.
We observe that approximately between the angles −60
• the algorithm delivers at least eleven digits of accuracy, which is consistent with the adaptive integration tolerance set as 1.2 × 10 −12 , with accuracy declining to approximately four digits as the observation point tends toward the surface of the ground plane. The cause behind this degradation of accuracy as the polar observation angle tends towards horizon, which is also evident in the wire and aperture antenna studies in Sections IV E and IV F below, is a topic of ongoing investigation. cases, the reference field results are E z and −H z in homogeneous vacuum (resp.).
IV. DISTRIBUTED-SOURCE FIELD COMPUTATION
A. Introduction
The importance of efficiently evaluating fields radiated by distributed sources manifests in scenarios such as (1) simulating the radiated fields from antenna geometries modeled to more closely resemble practical antenna geometries or (2) utilizing a forward engine in an aperture synthesis procedure to design arrayed and reflector antennas [53, 54] , where in either case one may wish to analyze and (or) compensate, in the antenna design, for the effects of layered, absorptive, anisotropic media on EM wave propagation concerning the radiator of interest. This process traditionally involves discretization of the radiation integrals concerning the electric field produced by either an electric or (equivalent) magnetic current source distribution (resp.):
whereḠ s ee (r; r ) andḠ s em (r; r ) are the space domain (scattered-field) tensor Green's functions and dV = dx dy dz is the differential volume element on the emitter antenna manifold occupying region V in layer M . Now admit either an electric or magnetic source distribution and assume it is contained in one layer for simplicity. Furthermore, let N avg denote the average number of points on V whose equivalent Hertzian dipole contributions, to the electric field at observation point r, need to be sampled to re-construct the observed field with some pre-prescribed accuracy level. In this case, one must (in general) evaluate a total of N avg two-dimensional Fourier integrals due to the space domain tensor Green's functions being translation-variant along the longitudinal direction. In addition, one must then evaluate the space domain radiation integrals (IV.1)-(IV.2) themselves, which for an electrically large radiator with rapid variation in the current amplitude and/or polarization profile may itself also be a non-trivial task. It turns out that for simple antenna geometries whose space- are well-defined spectral quantities, one can exhibit the spectral-domain version of (II.2) as
InvertingÃ(k) and taking the three-dimensional inverse Fourier integral on both sides of (IV.5) yields the space domain electric field E(r). 
where one can draw a physical association between r and the observation point, as well as between r and an equivalent Hertzian dipole source in the support of J . Now, assume fixed x and x values for which one evaluates the inner (i.e., along k x ) spectral integral. One promptly realizes that depending on whether (x − x ) > 0 or (x − x ) < 0 the region of analyticity of the integrand, and hence the region in which one can apply Jordan's lemma in the k x plane, depends on the sign of x − x . Physically, this corresponds to a situation of the observer witnessing incoming radiation from sources at opposite directions along x. An analogous observation can be made w.r.t to distributed sources, along y and z, obfuscating the integrand's analyticity properties in the k y and k z planes (resp.). This issue can be exemplified by considering the simple case of two vertical Hertzian electric dipoles spaced L meters apart along the x axis, i.e.,
is the Delta Dirac function. Indeed, procuring the current distribution's three-dimensional FTJ(k) = e −ikxL/2 + e ikxL/2 ẑ = 2ẑ cos (k x L/2), (analytically) evaluating the k z integral of the spectral field, and detouring in the k x -plane integration path's "tail" section [33, 34] results in a spectral-domain source distributionJ(k) whose magnitude grows without bound as |Im(k x )|→ ∞ when |x|< L/2. Indeed, when |x|< L/2 one has (x − x ) > 0 for one dipole source and (x − x ) < 0 for the other dipole source; see Figure 3 . To remove the risk of numerical overflow for arbitrary r, we make the conservative judgment to only allow observation of the scattered fields. To further suppress any exponentially rising terms, we purposefully incorporate the real-valued, numerical Laguerre-Gauss quadrature weights 14 directly into the power of the complex exponentials prior to evaluating the exponentials themselves. Referring again to the notation and terminology used in [34] , letting w x be the Laguerre quadrature weight multiplying into the evaluation of the integrand 14 The constant, complex valued factors l + and l − manifest in the expressions k x = l ± r x ± ξ 1 used to parameterize the linear path deformation, appearing in Eqs. (2.10)-(2.11) of [34] , are placed outside the double Fourier integral and thus allow the weights to be real-valued. See [34] for details.
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for some (k x , k y ) doublet (k x0 = ξ 1 + l + r x0 , k y0 ), and (for the sake of illustration) assuming one is presently integrating in the intersection of the a) evanescent spectrum zone of the k x plane (let Re[k x ] >0) and b) propagation spectrum zone of the k y plane, then upon defining τ = ik + z ∆z true + r x0 cos(γ x )(i∆x + ∆z eff ) + ik y0 ∆y (IV.8)
for our twin vertical electric dipole radiation example, one can simply set
where Log stands for the natural logarithm andg is some component of the spectral-domain tensor Green's function. Similarly, if one detours in the upper-half k y plane to evaluate the plane wave spectra evanescent with respect to k y , then place the k y plane Laguerre-Gauss quadrature weight Log(w y ) into the exponentials. Detouring into both the k x and k y upperhalf planes, by extension, mandates placing Log(w x ) and Log(w y ) into both exponentials.
Now we exhibit the explicit spectral-domain representation of two commonly encountered distributed source geometries, the linear (wire) and rectangular aperture antennas.
C. Linear Antennas
We consider a linear wire antenna of length L centered at r o = 0 whose current distribution can be written, without loss of generality, as a superposition of harmonic current modes as follows [51] :
where J c and J s are the complex-valued modal current amplitudes. The unit pulse function is defined as rect (u) = 1 for |u|< 1/2 and zero otherwise. It is a simple exercise to show 5, 9 , ... −1, n = 3, 7, 11, ...
0, else
, ξ n =            −1, n = 2, 4, 6, ... 1, n = 4, 8, 12, ...
0, else (IV.12)
Now let the wire antenna be oriented along an arbitrary directionâ relative to the (x, y, z) system (i.e.,ẑ relative to the now-rotated antenna system) and with J c = J c δ(ẋ)δ(ẏ) and and the composite rotation matrixŪ =Ū β ·Ū α . Having defined these rotation matrices, we observe thatk andṙ transform as k =Ū ·k and r =Ū ·ṙ, resp. Now we comment on some features the resulting spectral-domain integral solution. Using
Cauchy's Integral Theorem, the mth modal direct field residue (m=1,2,3,4) writes as 15 :
for an arbitrary electric source distribution. The particular case of a vertically-oriented electric linear antenna centered at r o = (x o , y o , z 0 ) reads as
where the entire expression forã mẽm (not just the bracketed portion) is subject to evaluation at a particular eigenvaluek mz . As can be observed in (IV.14)-(IV.15), the distributed source spectrum simply acts as a multiplicative "taper" of the computed direct field modal amplitudes of a Hertzian dipole (see [32] for these latter computation details), leaving the other fundamental modal field computations and integration process outlined in [32] [33] [34] unchanged. Finally, we should note that despite the factor (k z − nπ/L)(k z + nπ/L) in the denominator ofJ(k) in (IV.11) and (IV.15), the points k z = ±nπ/L are not poles because of the zeros in the numerator at those same points [56] . 15 Note that Adj(M) is the adjugate (not adjoint) of matrixM [55] , and Det(M) is the determinant.
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D. Aperture Antennas
Now consider a rectangular aperture possessing a tangential EM field distribution on its plane that one recasts, via the equivalence theorem, as a tangentially-polarized, surfaceconfined, magneto-electric current distribution [51] . Assuming the aperture's (1) principal axes are parallel with the x and y axes with principal lengths L x and L y (resp.) and (2) central location is r o = 0, its spectral-domain representation readily follows from (IV.11)
upon letting m and n be the modal current indices describing current amplitude oscillation along x and y (resp.). However, unlike the linear antenna supporting a physical current that 
one has the following expression for the equivalent aperture currents in the space domain:
with associated spectral-domain representatioñ
Analogous to the linear antenna, a more general aperture plane orientation can be effected using the rotation matrices and procedure discussed above for arbitrarily-oriented wire antennas. Akin to the wire antenna case, we observe again the manifestation of (1) a tapering in the field's Fourier spectrum (except now along both k x and k y ), (2) the property of the distributed field computation only imparting a simple multiplicative factor into the computed Hertzian dipole direct field modal amplitudes, (3) the presence of (now four) fictitious poles, and (4) the vulnerability of numerical instability when the observation point lies within the
. The latter instability aspect, when one is detouring into the upper-half k x and k y planes, is mitigated in the same manner to that shown concerning linear antennas, i.e., via placing the natural logarithm of one or both of the Laguerre-Gauss quadrature weights into the exponentials prior to evaluating them, as well as evaluating the scattered fields. Now, however, due to the multiplication of two sinusoid-type functions in the spectral domain one will have for each current mode functional dependance (i.e., cosinusoidal along both x and y, sinusoidal along both x and y, etc.) four exponentials into which one places the quadrature weights, rather than two in the case of wire antennas.
E. Validation Results: Linear Antennas
We now show results concerning the fields radiated by an infinitesimally thin linear antenna radiating at f =30MHz in unbounded free space. To facilitate comparison against a reference result whose closed form solution is known [51] , we (1) keep the wire antenna's length at half the free space wavelength (wire length L = λ 0 /2 ∼5m) while partitioning free space into three fictitious layers, with the antenna in the 5m-thick central layer and the observation point always either in the top or bottom layer to compute the total field and (2) restrict attention to an electric current distribution with mode index n = 1. Furthermore, whenever both the algorithm and closed form solution yield field values having magnitudes that are within machine precision of zero, the error is coerced to -150dB. Finally, note that the radial distance between the antenna's center and all observation points is held fixed at r = 50m, while the adaptive integration error tolerance was set to be 1.2 × 10 Now we show validation results concerning the algorithm's accuracy computing the magnetic field H radiated by obliquely-oriented wire antennas, which is summarized in Table I .
We see that agreement between the algorithm's results and closed-form solutions shows at least thirteen digits of accuracy. Further extensive error studies were also performed to better characterize the algorithm's performance, which consisted of all the following parameter permutations: (Eẋ, Eẏ, Eż, Hẋ, Hẏ) × (α = 0
The results in all these permutations are similar to that shown in Table I Relative error of H versus α and φ. Adaptive error goal was set to 1.2 × 10 −4 .
F. Validation Results: Aperture Antennas
Now we exhibit validation results concerning rectangular aperture antennas radiating at f =30MHz in free space. To again facilitate comparison against a reference result, we (1) assume the aperture antenna's dimensions along the principal directions equal to half the free space wavelength (L = L x = L y = λ 0 /2) while partitioning free space into three fictitious layers, with the antenna in the central layer (2m thickness in Figure 6 and 5m thickness in Table II ) and the observation point always either in the top or bottom layer to compute the direct field, (2) restrict attention to the lowest-order mode (m, n =1) when dealing with cosinusoidal electric current variation along one or both of the principal aperture plane directions, and (3) assume cosinusoidal current variation along the direction of current flow.
With these assumptions, one can easily and rigorously compute the closed-form solution to the space domain aperture current distribution via evaluation of a convolution integral concerning the field radiated by a linear superposition of half-wavelength wire antennas [51, 56] . Now we show results concerning the algorithm's accuracy computing the magnetic field H radiated by obliquely-oriented aperture antennas carrying a current distributioṅ
x cos(πẋ/L) cos(πẏ/L), which is summarized in Table II . We see that agreement between the algorithm's results and closed-form solutions is again excellent, with at least thirteen digits of accuracy being achieved across both antenna rotation cases. More extensive error studies were performed to better characterize the algorithm's performance, which consisted of all the following parameter permutations: (Eẋ, Eẏ, Eż, Hẏ, Hż) × (α = 0
The error results in all these permutations are similar to that shown in Table II Relative error of H versus α and φ. Adaptive error goal was set to 1.2 × 10 −4 .
When comparing the computational time required to obtain the solution (for same accuracy) using the present spectral-domain approach against a conventional (space-domain integration) approach for such aperture radiation scenarios, we found that our numerical experiments demonstrated a factor or approximately two order of magnitudes in solution speed acceleration 17 . The reasons for this acceleration factor are the same as those stated before for the linear antenna case, with the difference being that the relative acceleration factor is now squared (versus the wire antenna case) because of the two-dimensional nature of the spatial domain integration concerning aperture currents.
V. CASE STUDY: MARINE HYDROCARBON EXPLORATION
Next, we illustrate the application of the proposed algorithm for the computation of the scattered-field excited by a wire antenna transmitter operating in a highly inhomogeneous and absorptive marine environment characterizing typical CSEM operational scenarios. CSEM wire antenna transmitters, typically radiating in the frequency range 0.01Hz-10Hz [21] , serve as active illuminators to facilitate detection and characterization of thin, highly resistive hydrocarbon-bearing formations embedded deep under the ocean, which are known to be largely invisible to magnetotelluric (MT) sounding-based methods [28] . Indeed, use of an active source allows one to also exploit galvanic, in addition to inductive, generation of the scattered field that arises from blockage, due to a highly resistive layer (e.g., of hydrocarbons), of what was (with the resistive layer absent) a dominantly normally-directed vector current field [31] . Figure 7 below describes the geometry of the problem considered;
note that a hydrocarbon-bearing formation buried at 1km under the sea and having 100m
thickness is a typical case study found in the related literature [23, 25, 28] . Furthermore, we position the 100m long wire antenna, which is oriented along the positive x direction, such that it resides 50m above the ocean-sediment interface while maintaining the depth of the observation points at the seafloor 18 . Furthermore, both the transmitter antenna and observation points are confined to the xz plane. We also remark that since the field strength can vary significantly over the transmitter-receiver separation distances considered herein and 7b (resp.). As a result, a measurement's responsiveness to the hydrocarbon formation's 18 The length, orientation, and depth above the seafloor of the transmitter antenna, as well as the receiver positions, lead to a case study qualitatively following, and is primarily inspired from, the CSEM field campaign reported in [29] . 
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(TE z ) [38, 57] , fails to yield significant responsiveness to the resistive formation even when the water depth is increased to 500m. All these results corroborate prior studies indicating that the sea-air interface can support a strong, slowly decaying "air-wave" masking the hydrocarbon formation's effect on the electric and magnetic field measurements [22, 24, 25] .
However, the masking effect is strongly dependent on the field type and component, with the masking effect much more pronounced in measurements derived from the TE z modes compared to the TM z modes [22, 24, 25] . denote the magnitude (dB) of E s zr when the transmitter operates (resp.) in either shallow water (H=100m) or deep water (H=500m).
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have introduced and validated a numerical algorithm to extract the scattered field manifesting within planar-stratified environments with embedded distributed sources (e.g., aperture or linear antennas) based on spectral-domain integrals. Some of the key features of the proposed algorithm are: (1) Numerical robustness under large variations on the problem parameters and source-observation separations, (2) non-reliance on space domain tensor Green's functions and hence applicability to arbitrarily anisotropic media (layers), (3) no added computational burden versus a prior state-of-the-art algorithm used to compute the total field from point sources [32] (instead, further acceleration is achieved by the extra integrand decay provided by the source spectrum's multiplicative tapering effect), and (4) applicability to any distributed source admitting a modal field synthesis. To validate the algorithms, numerical results were compared against closed-form field solutions when the latter are available. To further illustrate the applicability of the algorithm, we applied it to the modeling of CSEM method sensing of sub-oceanic hydrocarbon deposits using active wire antenna transmitters.
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